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MSD Sanjeevani Public School, Mohan Garden 
Subject- Computer Science (with Python) 

Class-12th (Non-Med) 
Assignment-2 (from Ch-1: Python Revision Tour) 

Q1 What do you mean by data types in Python? Discuss. 
Ans Data types are means to identify type of data (number, text, list etc.) and 

set of valid operators for it. Python offers following built-in data types

 
Q2 Explain mutable and immutable data objects in Python. 
Ans Mutable or changeable or modifiable means that in the same memory 

address new value can be stored as and when you want. Eg List, 
dictionary.  
Immutable or non-modifiable means these data object can never 
change their value in place. Eg. Integer, string, float, Boolean, tuples.  

Q3 Draw the table of operator precedence . 
Ans ( ) Parentheses   

** Exponent 
+x, -x Positive, negative (unary) 

*    /    //   % Multiply, divide,  
floor division and remainder 

+ - Addition and Subtraction 
 > <= >= > ==<> != is   is not Relational operators  

and Identity operator 
Not x Boolean Not 
And Boolean And 
OR Boolean OR 

 

Q4 What  do you mean by implicit and explicit type conversion? 
Ans Implicit type conversion is a conversion performed by the compiler.  

It is also known as automatic type conversion. For example when we use  
X,Y =10,12.5  
Z=X+Y [The type of Z will be float as python converts all operands up to 
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the type of the largest operand (type promotion). 
Explicit type conversion  or type Casting is user-defined type 
conversion that forces an expression to be of specific type.  
Eg.  Y=12.9 
Z=int(Y)  #explicit type conversion given by user 
It will store 12 in Z 

Q5 Explain math module in python? 
Ans  Python provides many built-in modules and related functions. Math 

module is used for numerical functions, but before to work with these 
functions import math statement must be applied and to use every 
function of module syntax is: 
<modulename>.<functionanme> 
Some important functions are given below with example statements and 
output: 
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